
Brest, 17th of march, 2022

Ausy opens an office in Brest and recruits 50 employees

In response to the strong recovery of its customers in the Brittany
region, Ausy, a high-tech consulting and engineering company, is
opening an office in Brest and recruiting more than 50 employees.

50 opportunities to work in cutting-edge technology sectors

The Finistère is a very dynamic department that offers many opportunities for engineers, particularly
in the Banking and Insurance, Telecoms and Defense and Security sectors.

In order to support its clients' strong recovery, Ausy is opening an office at 180, rue Benoîte Groult -
Bâtiment Le Venise - in Guipavas. These premises will be inaugurated on Wednesday 23 March.

Ausy is also recruiting more than 50 talents in 2022 who will join the 70 employees already working in
the region. These recruitments concern jobs related to digital and complex systems and are open to
profiles with 5 years of higher education.

The most sought-after skills are as follows :
● Project Managers / Product Owner
● Project Management Consultants
● System and network administrators
● Fullstack developers (java and vue.js)
● Tech lead java
● IVVQ / C++ / DevOps / cloud /tests/ automation engineers, integrators
● Application integrators (naval)

Recruitment events that favor direct contact

In order to recruit the best candidates in the region, Ausy relies on the relationship of trust
established with the schools that train the engineers of tomorrow.

In contact with these future graduates, Ausy is launching its Ausy Campus Tour for the first time: a
food truck that comes directly to the campuses of the major schools and allows students to apply
informally, and with good food, for the offers proposed by the group (permanent, fixed-term or
work-study contracts).
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In Brest, the Ausy foodtruck will make a stop on Monday, March 28, 2022, from 12:30 to 14:30,
on the ISEN campus, 20, rue Cuirassé Bretagne. This will be an opportunity for the teams to discuss
with the students the jobs and opportunities offered within the group.

"Ausy has been present in Brittany for over 20 years. It is with great pride that we
are opening these new offices today, reflecting our growth and the growing
confidence that our clients place in us and our employees on a daily basis. This
opening is synonymous with new business opportunities but also with great career
paths for candidates who would like to join us," says Jean-Philippe Aitelli, Executive
Vice President in charge of Ausy's operations in France.

About AUSY

AUSY is an international technology consulting group whose business model is based on a strong culture of
innovative technology and stakeholder intimacy that allows it to have a strong business impact through diverse
industries.
AUSY is recognized as a trusted partner, helping clients to shape their future through the borderless application
of innovative technology solutions.
AUSY offers a wide range of consulting, digital and engineering services and is present in different sectors of
activity: financial services, telecom and media; automotive & manufacturing, aerospace & defense, healthcare &
life sciences, public sector and government, travel and transport, technology and energy.
Founded in 1989, AUSY currently operates in 10 countries with offshore/nearshore capabilities in India, Romania
and Portugal. The group has approximately 7,000 employees (engineers and IT specialists) to whom AUSY is
engaged in supporting them by offering stimulating career paths. AUSY is a high-tech consulting subsidiary of
the Randstad Group.
For details, please refer to AUSY’s Global website: https://www.ausy.com/
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